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A bland computer game menu. A hand, probably belonging to a

young male, reaches out and taps the option ’Level One -

CLEANER’. The menu changes and he now selects the option:

’ENTER GAME’. Lights flash, spinning at a dizzying speed,

the hands flailing out in front of us...

EXT. High Street - Day

A man, DUPE (30) dressed in grubby blue overalls, is

standing in the middle of a busy high street. He looks

around in wonder. Brushing past him are all manner of people

- a suave businesswoman strides confidently along the street

as she yells at someone down a mobile phone; a handsome man

in a cheetah fur-coat carrying a pocket-mirror struts past

as a gang of photographers follow his every move; a

beautiful woman with bouncing blonde curls strolls ahead of

him, flashing an alluring smile. A trill of music awakes

DUPE from his trance.

ELECTRONIC VOICE

(can only be heard by DUPE) Welcome

to the Game of Existence, the VR

Game where you live the life of

your dreams! You are currently on

level 1 - CLEANER. To earn your

first five credits and level up,

please complete your objective:

CLEAN SEVEN WINDOWS. Enjoy playing!

(quickly) Warning, unauthorised

payments and interaction with

viruses can result in immediate ban

and criminal convictions.

DUPE sighs, staring around him at the other players, all of

whom seem to have exciting careers. He is carrying a

luminescent yellow bucket - soap suds slosh around in it.

DUPE trudges towards a shop front and begins to sponge the

window. As he wipes it clean, he sees a woman, V, standing

opposite him behind the sparkling glass. She is wearing a

black suit, her hair pulled tightly back. Her eyes flash an

electric green. She grins at him and gestures that he enter

the shop. DUPE, flattered,rushes inside.

INT. Dark room - day

Everything has gone black. DUPE turns to leave the shop but

the door has disappeared behind him. There is a crackle as

something in the distance lights up. About ten meters away

stands a cash machine, illuminated brightly. It is oddly out

of place in its pitch-black surroundings. DUPE approaches

slowly. His fists clench. Cautiously, he reaches the cash

machine.

BING. The noise causes DUPE to jump.
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CASH MACHINE VOICE

Welcome, Player. Would you like to

withdraw credits?

DUPE presses a button.

CASH MACHINE VOICE

You have 27,000 credits available.

How much would you like to

withdraw?

DUPE drops the yellow bucket. Suds crawl across the floor.

He stands, motionless.

CASH MACHINE VOICE

27,000 credits have been added to

your account. Thank-you!

DUPE, in shock, takes a few steps back, tripping over the

bucket. He falls...

EXT. High Street - Day

...falls backwards onto the kerb. Other players are still

rushing up and down the street, and the babble of

conversation fills the air. One annoyed player shoots him a

irritated look, before stepping over him. DUPE is startled,

and awkwardly picks himself up off the ground, brushing off

his overalls. A smile slowly spreads across his face. He

flicks his hand and suddenly stands motionless, his eyes

glazed over. The same menu from the beginning appears,

except with the blurred high-street visible behind the

writing. A hand reaches out and touches the option: ’UPGRADE

STRENGTH - 2,000 credits’. The motionless DUPE is suddenly

much more muscular than before. The hand reaches out and

touches: ’UPGRADE OCCUPATION [secret agent] - 6,000

credits’. DUPE is now wearing sleek black suit, sunglasses

and slicked black hair. ’UPGRADE RELATIONSHIP - 15,000

credits’. A selection of women’s profiles appear on the

screen. Without a second thought, DUPE touches the profile

of a woman with electric green eyes. He presses ’EXIT’ and

wobbles on the spot. DUPE examines his new hands in awe,

checking himself out in the window of a shop opposite.

BOOMING VOICE

ATTENTION PLAYERS OF GAME OF

EXISTENCE. A VIRUS HAS BEEN

DETECTED. ALL PLAYERS WILL UNDERGO

A SECURITY CHECK, AND THE GAME WILL

BE PAUSED UNTIL A FULL SWEEP HAS

BEEN COMPLETED. THE SWEEP WILL LAST

3 GAME DAYS - 3 MINUTES REAL TIME.

THANK-YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION.
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DUPE staggers back. He swallows nervously, his breathing

quickening. His eyes dart from left to right. Shaking, DUPE

attempts to exit the game. The menu is frozen.

He runs his hands through his new gelled hair, panicking.

Then he stops. His eyes narrow. Every other player... is

frozen. The businessmen, the models, the cleaners, all

stopped in time. DUPE waves his hand in from of one of them,

but their eyes are unmoving. Sweat starts to drip down his

forehead. A female hand with sharp nails slithers down his

arm. He spins around in fright. It is V, the woman from

before with the black hair and electric green eyes.

V

They’re doing a sweep. You’ve

stolen those credits. You realise

crimes committed in Virtual

Realities can result in criminal

records on the outside...

DUPE

How do I give them back? I’ll give

them back, please!

V

Just give me your exit code. You

can leave the game, I’ll take away

the upgrades and no one will know

the difference.

DUPE

(begging) Yes, please, my exit code

is 54791027!

V grins and snaps her fingers.

INT - Bedroom, Day.

A teenage boy, DAN, with wires attached to his head falls

off the chair next to a desk in his cramped bedroom. Relief

spreads to his face.

MOTHER

(from downstairs) Darling! Dinner’s

ready!

DAN rips off the wires and stashes them quickly into the

cupboard next to him, then stumbles out of the room. It is

silent. The computer on the desk reads: VR GAME OF

EXISTENCE, CRASHED>>WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEND AN ERROR REPORT?

The cupboard door is slightly ajar. From inside the

cupboard, a female hand with sharp nails grasps the
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door. It creaks slightly open. Through the crack, shrouded

in darkness, something flashes. It is a pair of electric

green eyes.

Cut to black.


